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           We can tailor the bags to any size, portrait or landscape and they
can have inverted V base or standard folded base formation. 

           The minimum order starts from 300 bags although most clients do
order 1000 as the price works out most cost effective from 1000 upwards. 

                    The paper starts off brown natural kraft or white kraft and it 
can be 100% coloured both inside and outside to any desired colour. We 
have FSC accreditation on many of the papers. Brown kraft comes in 
200gsm & 250gsm. White kraft in 170gsm, 200gsm or 230gsm. 

             We can print inside and outside the bags. Flood coverage is 
possible and a water based varnish sealer is recommended. We can print 
CMYK + spot colours (8 colours max) or U solid uncoated pantones. All inks 
are veg based and printing is produced by Litho Press (Heidelberg). 

                      Detailed high quality photographic artwork is easy to use.  
We can achieve 175 lpi / 300 dpi print quality.  

                        A PDF proof is automatically created for each order. If 
you require a wet proof (printed sample) we can offer this for £200+vat. 
Artwork should be supplied as EPS or PDF on our template which we will 
email you, or we can supply the design for you using your print ready logo. 
We don’t usually charge for this as long as your logo is print ready.    

                                                  These beautiful bags can be made with
die cut punched handles, cotton rope or ribbon handles, The can have a 
central ribbon slot with the ribbon supplied on the bag or just the slot, All
of the handles and bases are reinforced with heavy duty 350gsm card and 
we can also print the base cards if you wish. Sometimes clients also request
that we print and attach a gift tag to the bag and this can be added easily. 

Other printing techniques such as Spot UV, puff or debossing, hot foiling 
and special die cutting, windows, self adhesive strips etc are all possible. 
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DELIVERY Orders take 4-5 weeks if you are paying for the fastrack
service or 8-9 weeks for the lowest cost standard service. 

ESC Packaging are
a team of creative, 
customer focused
experts. We bring

passion and unrivalled 
industry knowledge

to every project. 

With more than 350 
partner factories 
globally covering 

every type of 
packaging, we excel
at complete brand 

cohesion & attention
to detail. 

From design, through
sourcing, supply,
stocking, delivery 

and logistics we help
our clients achieve 

the very best quality 
and value for money. 

Our specialities include
Product Design

Sample Development
Co-ordinating Products

Ecofriendly options
Quick Delivery

Talk to us today about
your next project. 

Nothing is too much 
trouble for us. 
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FINISHING TOUCHES
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